
US reserve
withdrawals,
other factors
behind oil price
rise: Expert
KUWAIT: Record rise of oil prices on
Wednesday was result of weekly with-
drawal from the US crude reserves es-
timated at nine million barrels and other
factors including geopolitical jitters,
said the Kuwaiti expert Mohammad Al-
Shatti. These withdrawals tripled pre-
dictions that had been put in the range
of three million barrels, Shatti said in an
interview. Brent Blend crude climbed
$2.85, settled at $67.01 per barrel and
the West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
rose $2.60 to $60.43 pb.

Locally, the Kuwaiti crude oil price in-
creased $1.37 to $65.69 pb, he said, ex-
pressing his belief that the Kuwaiti oil
rate would range between $60 and 70 pb
in the short term period. Closure of some
production terminals and key refineries
in the Gulf of Mexico, ahead of a forecast
tropical storm and jitters in the Arabian
Gulf have also played a role in pushing
the oil prices high, Shatti explains. Oil
prices’ bullish trend is also attributed to
drop of Venezuelan crude exports from
860,000 barrels per day in June to
670,000 bpd in July, the Kuwaiti expert
said, shedding further light on the up-
ward movement of the crude rates.

Shatti believes there are other factors
that have had some effects on the market
and the prices, such as conclusion of the
G20 convention, a US-Chinese concord
on margins of the conference on resum-
ing trade negotiations between Washing-
ton and Beijing and their consensus on
necessity to abstain from any move that
may impact negatively on the global
economy. Sluggish universal trade, almost
automatically, leads to lower demand for
crude oil. There are other contributing
factors such as demand rise in the second
half of 2019, simultaneously with start of
operating refineries on seasonal basis,
global political jitters, namely in oil pro-
ducing Libya and Venezuela.

As to factors that may stem price
hikes, he mentions concerns of a possi-

ble global economic slump, noticed in
hefty assets’ selloffs across the global
financial and business markets. Some
indices that suppress prices include
stagnant new demand, industrial output
by key economic powers namely Ger-
many, Japan and the US, in addition to
the fact that the oil reserves of member
states of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
remained above the average of the past
five years. Any indices that show indus-
trial sluggishness in the major economic
powers; Germany, Japan and the US,
fuel such fears, he says, noting that
strategists are eagerly awaiting the US-
China negotiations expected next week,
the outcome of which will certainly im-
pact on the oil markets. — KUNA

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq
Ali Al-Ghanem received yesterday Acting President
of the State Audit Bureau Adel Abdul Aziz Al-
Sarawi, where he presented the final report of the
project to support the internal control systems to
enhance the capabilities of internal audit units. Dur-
ing the meeting, Sarawi and State Audit Bureau
senior officials discussed the main elements of the
report and a plan that contains effective control
mechanisms and internal auditing in the entities
controlled by audit bureau. 

Sarawi also presented the final report to His High-
ness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah during a meeting held yesterday
at Seif Palace. His Highness the Prime Minister ex-
pressed his full support for the steps taken by the
audit bureau to protect and safeguard public funds,
as well as stressing the government’s commitment to
combat corruption and to achieve the highest levels
of transparency to enhance development in different
government sectors. The head of Prime Minister’s
Diwan Sheikha Itimad Khaled Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah
attended the meeting. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem meets
with Acting President of the State Audit Bureau Adel Abdul Aziz Al-
Sarawi. — KUNA

His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets
with Acting President of the State Audit Bureau Adel Abdul Aziz Al-Sarawi and bureau
members.

Kuwait Speaker, Prime Minister
receive Audit Bureau ‘final report’

Bureau’s project to enhance capabilities of internal audit units 

Two workers injured
during refinery 
maintenance 
KUWAIT: Two workers were slightly
injured yesterday while conducting
regular maintenance work for a unit at
the Mina Abdullah refinery, Kuwait’s
National Petroleum Company (KNPC)
spokesman Abdullah Al-Ajmi said. The
accident occurred at exactly 10:50 am
yesterday, as the workers were sub-
jected to heavy smoke from the re-
maining oil treatment unit No 12 during
regular maintenance work and were immediately transferred to the
medical clinic for treatment, Ajmi said in a statement issued by the
company. The workers’ condition is ‘reassuring,’ he said, stressing
that the company has taken the necessary measures to address the
causes of this incident. He noted that the maintenance process for
the unit is continuing according to its planned program. — KUNA

Kuwait swelters under
lingering heat wave
KUWAIT: A scorching heat wave blanketing Kuwait will continue
in through the weekend, with northwesterly winds expected dur-
ing the day leading to blowing dust and low visibility in some
areas, national forecasters have warned. A seasonal low continues
to hold across Kuwait, bringing dry and hot weather that could
trigger strong winds, meteorologist Abdulaziz Al-Qarawi said
yesterday. He predicted a ‘sizzling weekend’ with temperatures
hitting 47 to 49 degrees on midday today, with northwesterly and
dusty winds ranging between 20 to 50 kilometers per hour. As
for tomorrow, the weather will be extremely hot at a minimum of
46 degrees, with much more active northwesterly winds at a
speed of 25 to 55 kilometers per hour, Qarawi warned. — KUNA

KUWAIT: A graphic released by Kuwait Petroleum Corporation showing Kuwaiti crude
oil prices throughout 2019. — KUNA


